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Course Outline and Assessment
Grade 11
English Literature
Teacher: Mrs. Shaw- Clarke

Assessment
#

Week Date Objectives
for the topic

Task Due
date

1. An
introduction
to Drama

1-3 Sept 12.

Sept. 26.

>Summarize

and Identify

the conflict

which arises

in the first

act.

>Adequately
demonstrate
different
dramatic
techniques in
the play.

Individual work

A Summary of Act 1 . In groups

students will design a creative way

to present a summary of Act One.

This can be in the form of a video,

storyboard, talk show. Etc.

15 marks

In pairs, students recite an

important soliloquy/speech using

various techniques to reflect their

understanding of the speech. The

teacher is to let students choose

their own partners. (30 marks)

Students are to be graded for

knowledge, creativity and

interpretation found in: costume,

tone, gestures, facial expression,

use of space/movement. Only the

original Shakespeare must be

used – no translations.

Sept.
22.

Sept. 30
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2. Topic:

Elements of

the play

Subtopic:

Characterizat

ion and

Dramatic

Features and

Techniques

4-10 Oct 11.

2. Discuss

the

development

of one or

two assigned

themes,

using a list of

questions

given to

them as a

guide

i. Make a

creative

oral

presentati

on in

which

“The Tempest is an exploration of
different types of relationships.”
Write an essay in which you
describe TWO different types of
relationships in the play. In this
essay, you must also discuss ONE
theme that is portrayed in any
ONE of the relationships
described, and examine ONE
dramatic technique Shakespeare
uses to present relationships in the
play as a whole. Total 35 marks)

35 marks (25 for content, 10 for

structure and grammar)

2. Group work

Assess students’ creative oral

presentations of any ONE or TWO

of the themes in the play

(depending on the size of the

class). Students can choose:

a) A skit

b) Song

c) Visual representation by

way of charts (using

diagrams)

Presentations must come with a

short explanation of the themes’

development in the play and the

dramatic techniques used to

enhance them. (250 words)

50 marks

Oct. 27
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they

demonstr

ate the

developm

ent of the

theme

througho

ut the

play.

ii.

Assess

Shakespe

are’s use

of

Dramatic

technique

s and

Students are to do an original

recreation of the cover of the play.

Students may use any artistic

method to recreate this cover but

MUST NOT copy the cover from

any other source. This should

depict an important scene in the

play which reflects a dominant

theme. The cover should be also
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features

in

developin

g his

themes

be accompanied by a 500 word

commentary (an essay). This

commentary should include:

a) An explanation of their

artistic choice

b) A justification of their

choice, and

c) An evaluation of the

creativity of their choice,

showing how it reflects

ideas in the text.

Students are to make close

reference to the text, showing the

ability to analyse and critique the

play.

For those students who do not

wish to draw, or may not be

comfortable this, students may

write a poem reflecting the main

concerns of the play. They are

to also write an explanation and

justification of their choice.

Poetry

3rd graded piece for 2nd

assessment

Peer essay comparing poems on a

given topic.
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(Work is to be done in pairs.

students may choose their own

partners)

35 marks – 25 marks for

content, 10 marks for structure

and grammar

3. Topic:

Other

Features and

Conventions

of Drama-

Poetry

Subtopic:

Their

Significance

16-24 >Name the

various

dramatic

features

>Give

examples of

the use of

dramatic

features in

video

clippings

which their

classmates

present to the

class

>Discuss the

function of

these features

>Give

examples of

these

dramatic

features in

the play

Test on Acts 3 - 5: function of

dramatic techniques – short

answer supply questions.

40 marks
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>Discuss the
dramatic
function of
these features
in the play

>Identify at

least two of

the themes

which arise in

the poem,

giving

evidence of

how these

were

developed

Comparative analysis of two
poems from the prescribed list
studied.
35 marks

Complete paper one of a selected
CSEC English B past paper

35 Marks
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4. Topic:

Characterizat

ion

26 >Analyze
characters
and examine
their
significance
to the
development
of the plot.

>Develop an
understandin
g of the
structure of
the CSEC
paper 2.

- Prose Essay – an analysis of

Scout’s character – Factors that

contribute to her development.(35

marks: Content – 25;

Organization and Expression –

10)

Mock Exam- Paper 2 CSEC past

paper. (Prose, Drama and Poetry


